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under-developed  countries  are   thus   in    reality   pre-industrial
countries,
ratios of agricultural output to that of industry, transport and
communications
Country groups    I     IL   III   IV    V   VI VII      I-fII Hl-IV V-rVf-VJI
Ratio	0.3  0.3  0.5  1.0   1.1   1.6 3.2       0,3       0.7	2.1
source : Table 2.
The changes in the shares of these two sectors pro\ide the basis
for estimating the rates at which these sectors have de\ eloped
over the last century in the industrial countries. These estimates
are subject to a considerable margin of error. They should only
be treated as a rough and ready indicators (see note to Table 3).
It appears that industrial output in the industrial countries has
increased at 3.5 per cent per year for the last 110 years. The
growth rate is thus roughly 2J times as fast as that (1.4 per
cent per annum) of agricultural output. These rates relate to
total and not to per capita output. On the latter basis, industrial
output has increased 5 times as fast as agricultural output.
aannual compound rates of growth in percentages, 1850 to 1960
Total otitpuf     Per capita output
Agriculture	1.4	0.5
Industry	3.5	2-6
source : Table 3
At these growth rates, the per capita availability of agricultural
output has risen by only 70 per cent in the industrial countries over
the last century, but that of industry by as high as 15 times. The
probable growth of agricultural output has a ceiling beyond ^hich
it is less likely to expand. On the^other hand, there is no such ceiling
to the expansion of industrial output. The main content of eco-
nomic development is thus the profound transformation of an
economy brought about by a vast expansion of industrial output.
These growth rates may have some relevance in outlining the pace
at which these two major sectors may be planned to develop in
the pre-industrial countries.

